1916 - 2016

The Center
for Health Affairs
and CHAMPS Healthcare

Centennial Viewpoints
Through the Eyes of its Leaders, Members, Clients and Key Stakeholders
Celebrating 100 Years of Healthcare Advocacy and Partnerships

100 YEARS OF
HEALTHCARE PARTNERSHIPS
A 100-year anniversary is a time to recognize how the accomplishments of the
past impact the present. Since its founding in 1916, The Center for Health Affairs,
together with its members, has played an instrumental role in tackling issues that
affect healthcare delivery. Originally known as the Cleveland Hospital Council, the
organization was founded “to promote the efficiency of, and cooperation between
the various interested hospitals to the end of better meeting the hospital needs of
the community and do all other things that are necessary and incidental to the proper
conduct of the affairs of the council and constituent members.”
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THE CENTER FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS
One hundred years later, The Center for Health Affairs continues the legacy of its founders, working collaboratively to increase the efficiency of
healthcare delivery, providing insightful healthcare information to the public and undertaking initiatives aimed at improving the health of the
community. Despite a century of rapid evolution in healthcare, The Center has adapted, constantly enhancing its service offerings to meet the
changing needs of its members. Today, The Center’s efforts are carried out in five areas of expertise.
data and information

The Center
for Health Affairs

healthcare workforce

The Center
for Health Affairs

public policy and advocacy

The Center
for Health Affairs

quality, safety and patient experience
The Center
for Health Affairs

community initiatives
The Center
for Health Affairs

CHAMPS HEALTHCARE
One of the most important evolutions of the organization was the creation of CHAMPS Healthcare, the business affiliate of The Center for Health
Affairs. Just like The Center, the driving principle underpinning the work of CHAMPS is to improve the effectiveness of healthcare delivery by providing
services that increase operational efficiency, reduce business expenses and enhance the quality of patient care. Today, CHAMPS Healthcare serves
more than 5,000 clients nationwide and brings in close to $23 million in revenue through its three business lines.
CHAMPS Benefits Consulting

Benefits Consulting

CHAMPS Group Purchasing

The Center
for Health Affairs

CHAMPS Oncology, including CHAMPS insight2oncology™

Oncology

Though they have grown significantly since their inception, each of these business lines began as programs of the association and have been successful
in part because of the incubation period within the shelter of The Center’s membership. The relationship has been mutually beneficial, with a portion
of CHAMPS’ revenue directed toward supporting the work of the association. As a result, The Center has been able to provide an array of valuable
services to its members without the need to raise dues, which have been maintained at the same rate for 15 years.
In the coming years, The Center is committed to continuing the vision of its founders. The Center and CHAMPS are grateful to have spent the last 100
years working with Northeast Ohio hospitals and their many national clients. The work has been meaningful and the collaboration has been inspiring.
To do it for another 100 would be an honor.

1916 - 2016

This timeline celebrates the organizations’ histories of hospital advocacy and healthcare partnerships, as well as recognizes important healthcare milestones that took place over the past century.

1916
THE CENTER FOR HEALTH
AFFAIRS, ORIGINALLY THE
CLEVELAND HOSPITAL
COUNCIL, IS ESTABLISHED.

1919

THE HOSPITAL AND HEALTH
SURVEY IS CONDUCTED.

THE CENTER DEVELOPS
A UNIFORM REPORTING FORM,
THE FIRST OF IT’S KIND, WHICH
IS EVENTUALLY ADOPTED
NATIONALLY AND IS NOW
KNOWN AS THE CHART
OF ACCOUNTS.

1917
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1924

STAR CADWALLADER
IS CHOSEN TO LEAD
THE CENTER.

FINDINGS IN THE HOSPITAL
AND HEALTH SURVEY LEAD
TO IMPROVEMENTS IN
DENTAL LABORATORIES
AND HOSPITALS’
CLINICAL SERVICES.

1922

1934
ONE OF THE NATION’S FIRST
SYSTEMS OF HOSPITAL
PRE-PAYMENT IS DEVELOPED
IN COLLABORATION WITH
THE CENTER BY CONSULTANT
JOHN R. MANNIX.
IT LATER EVOLVES INTO
BLUE CROSS & BLUE SHIELD
OF NORTHERN OHIO.

GUY J. CLARK
BECOMES EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY FOLLOWING
CADWALLADER’S DEATH.

1926

1945
IN COOPERATION WITH
THE CLEVELAND POLICE
DEPARTMENT, THE CENTER
DEVELOPS A PROCEDURE
WHEREBY POLICE
AMBULANCES TRANSPORT
INJURED PERSONS TO THE
CLOSEST HOSPITAL.

THE CENTER COLLABORATES
WITH ITS MEMBERS TO
DEVELOP THE NATION’S
FIRST PRESS CODE.

1935

1961
CLEVELAND’S FIRST
SIMULATED DISASTER DRILL
OCCURS, DIRECTED BY
THE CENTER’S DISASTER
PLANNING COMMITTEE AND
ENTAILS A FICTITIOUS
BOMB EXPLOSION.

THOMAS D. GRIFFITHS
IS NAMED PRESIDENT
OF THE CENTER.

1955

1967

C. WAYNE RICE IS APPOINTED
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OF THE CENTER.

THE CENTER SPONSORS
CLEVELAND’S FIRST
HEALTH CAREERS DAY.

1961

1975
CANCER DATA SYSTEM, INC.
IS ESTABLISHED WITH THE
GOAL OF SUPPORTING
RESEARCH IN THE CAUSES
OF CANCER BY STUDYING
ITS EPIDEMIOLOGY IN
NORTHEAST OHIO.

THE CLEVELAND HOSPITAL
COUNCIL’S NAME IS
CHANGED TO THE GREATER
CLEVELAND HOSPITAL
ASSOCIATION (GCHA).

1969

THE CENTER’S BENEFITS
CONSULTING BUSINESS
LINE BEGINS. MOST AREA
HOSPITALS ADOPT DEFINED
BENEFIT RETIREMENT PLANS.

1975
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1978
CHAMPS ONCOLOGY
PRESENTS ITS BUSINESS LINE
AS A CANCER DATA SYSTEM
TO THE BOARD.

1982
GCHA BROADENS ITS
NAME TO THE CENTER FOR
HEALTH AFFAIRS /
GREATER CLEVELAND
HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION.

THE CENTER ESTABLISHES
METROPOLITAN ASSOCIATION
PURCHASING SERVICES,
ALLOWING GROUP
PURCHASING DIRECTORS TO
WORK COOPERATIVELY.

1980

1986
CHAMPS HEALTHCARE IS
LAUNCHED AS THE CENTER’S
FOR-PROFIT ENTITY AND
INCLUDES BUSINESS LINES
IN GROUP PURCHASING,
ONCOLOGY AND THIRD-PARTY
PENSION ADMINISTRATION.

THE ASSOCIATION MOVES
ITS HEADQUARTERS TO ITS
CURRENT LOCATION AT
EAST 1226 HURON ROAD IN
PLAYHOUSE SQUARE.

1982

1991
THE CENTER PARTNERS
WITH PREMIER TO
STRENGTHEN ITS GROUP
PURCHASING DIVISION.

THE CENTER IMPLEMENTS
HEALTH QUALITY CHOICE
AS A MEANS TO ASSESS
HOSPITAL PERFORMANCE.

1989

2000

NEONI, THE CENTER’S
WORKFORCE INITIATIVE,
IS FOUNDED

THE CENTER, WHICH WAS
KNOW AS THE CENTER FOR
HEALTH AFFAIRS / GREATER
CLEVELAND HOSPITAL
ASSOCIATION, SHORTENS ITS
NAME TO THE CENTER
FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS.

1997

2003
THE CENTER’S
NORTHEAST OHIO
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
INITIATIVE IS ESTABLISHED.

BILL RYAN BECOMES
PRESIDENT AND CEO OF
THE CENTER AFTER
C. WAYNE RICE RETIRES.

2002

2007
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
ROUNDTABLE OF CUYAHOGA
COUNTY IS IMPLEMENTED.
SIX YEARS LATER, A LARGER,
REGIONAL GROUP IS FORMED.

IN AN EFFORT TO
COMMUNICATE TO
COMMUNITY LEADERS AND
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS
ABOUT RELEVANT
HEALTHCARE TOPICS,
THE CENTER BEGINS
PUBLISHING WHITE PAPERS.

2004

2015
TO PROMOTE THE HEALTHCARE
WORKFORCE, NEONI DEVELOPS
PREP2PRACTICE™, AN ONLINE
TOOL THAT FACILITATES JOB
SHADOWING EXPERIENCES
FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS.

CHAMPS BECOMES AN
OWNER OF PREMIER.

THE CENTER PARTNERS WITH
MEDWORKS TO PROVIDE
RESTORATIVE DENTAL CARE
TO 600+ VULNERABLE
NORTHEAST OHIOANS IN
HONOR OF ITS CENTENNIAL.

2013

2016

For additional milestones or to see the full timeline and citations visit neohospitals100.com.
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DAYS OF SERVICE
In honor of their centennial, The Center for Health Affairs and CHAMPS Healthcare
coordinated several corporate-employee volunteer opportunities in conjunction with
local community organizations and initiatives that include:
Cleveland Habitat for Humanity Restore

Giving Back to Say Thank You!

Green Corps Community Garden

The Center
for Health Affairs

The Center
for Health Affairs

American Cancer Society’s Making Strides Against Breast Cancer Walk

The Center
for Health Affairs

Ronald McDonald House of Cleveland

The Center
for Health Affairs

Paws on the Plaza

The Center
for Health Affairs

In addition to corporate-sponsored volunteer opportunities, employees were also
encouraged to volunteer at organizations of their choice - including dozens of
organizations both in Northeast Ohio and in the many communities across the country
where the organization’s remote employees live. Other volunteer organizations included:
• American Heart Association’s 2015 Heart Walk
• Chaplain Partnership
• Christian Chester Church
• Cleveland Rape Crisis Center
• General Federation of Women’s Clubs (GFWC)
• Hope Over Heroin
• Horace Mann Elementary School
• Lakewood Hospital Foundation
• Norwalk Alliance Church
• Salvation Army
• St. Louis Pulmonary Hypertension Association
• YMCA of Greater Cleveland
See our employees in action at neohospitals100.com and champs100.com.
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TRANSFORMATIONAL

COMMUNITY GIFT
In recognizing its milestone anniversary, The Center for Health Affairs
and CHAMPS Healthcare wanted to find a way to say thank you to
the community that has supported it over the last century while
making a transformational impact on the health and wellness of the
people living within it. Recognizing that restorative dental care is an
almost entirely unmet need in vulnerable populations, The Center
and CHAMPS partnered with Medworks to create a new program to
provide restorative dental care to 600+ patients in Northeast Ohio.
To raise the funds necessary to create this program, The Center
and CHAMPS asked its member hospitals, neighbors, community
partners, business associates and staff to contribute to this important
cause and pledged to match every donation dollar-for-dollar up to
$150,000. In just five months, The Center and CHAMPS were able to
raise more than $150,000, which it matched for a total of $300,000,
making Medworks’ restorative dental program a reality.

$300,00
“This dental program
has been a dream of
Medworks since our
inception,” said Carrie
Clark, former executive
director of Medworks.
“The unimaginable
impact we are going to
make with this gift will
very simply, and very
profoundly
change lives.”

The Center and CHAMPS offer its sincere thanks to those who made donations. Partners at
Medworks have already begun transforming lives and it never would have happened without you.

00+

PLATINUM DONOR $15,000

HEALTH DONORS $5,000

Cleveland Clinic - Regional Operations

Comprehensive Reimbursement Inc.
FirstMerit Private Bank
Frank & Laura Gronowski
Mercy
MetroHealth

PRESENTING DONORS $10,000
Bill & Karen Ryan
Community West Foundation
The George Gund Foundation

Phil & Lisa Mazanec
Sherwin Williams
Sisters of Charity Foundation of Cleveland
Tucker Ellis, LLP

WELLNESS DONORS $2,500
American Hospital Association
Dr. C. Wayne & Kay Rice
The Gateway Group
Human Arc
John Bello
Lake Health

Maloney & Navotny LLC
NexTec Group
Ohio Hospital Association
PNC Bank
Premier
Saint Luke’s Foundation

Sisters of Charity Health System
Southwest General Health Center
St. Vincent Charity Medical Center
United Agencies Insurance Group
University Hospitals

EMPOWER DONORS $1,000
Advance Ohio
Borden Dairy Company
Carlton McKenna
CBIZ Retirement Plan Services
Cleveland Magazine

Cohen & Grisby
Electronic Registry Systems, Inc.
Lisa Anderson & Mac Erwin
FindMyBenefits.com
Foote Printing

Geoffrey & Deanna Moore
ideastream
Toni & John Hare
TRUWEST Companies, LLC
Yolandi & Jason Myers

IN ADDITION TO THE $24,000 INDIVIDUAL STAFF DONATIONS INCLUDED ABOVE,
THE EMPLOYEES AT THE CENTER / CHAMPS RAISED NEARLY $5,000 THROUGH
PAYROLL DEDUCTION AND INTERNAL FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGNS IN 2016.
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VISION
The Center
for Health Affairs

Benefits Consulting

MIS

SIO

NS

Partnering with healthcare
organizations to strengthen
the communities they
serve by providing
compassionate,
accessible,
high-quality
and financially
sustainable
services.

Group Purchasing

To enhance the effectiveness of the healthcare community
and the health of the communities it serves by providing
expertise, resources and solutions to address the challenges
faced by the region's healthcare providers.

To enable organizations to reallocate their internal resources
by providing cost-effective, high-quality benefits solutions
that strengthen their bottom line.

To support member purchasing and sourcing initiatives by
implementing group purchasing contracts and cost savings
through its customer service model, contract aggregation
and savings and spend analysis tools.

The Center
for Health Affairs
Oncology

To improve patient care by delivering and transforming
high-quality cancer data into actionable information for
healthcare providers.

and CHAMPS Healthcare

ONE ORGANIZATION. MANY NAMES.
For most of its existence, every program or service offered through The Center for Health
Affairs was conducted under the aegis of the association. The scope of these programs was
broad and included some that are still in existence today, such as group purchasing and
advocacy, as well as some that are not, such as debt collection services and a video cassette
training library. Starting in the mid-1970s, as some of the association’s fee-for-service activities
grew in popularity, it became necessary to consider whether the organization’s existing
501(c)(3) structure was adequate for all of the organization’s various activities. The Center’s
leadership, in collaboration with its attorneys and accountants, determined the organization’s
activities should fall under several different corporate entities. Over the next 20 years, the
corporate structure continued to evolve to include several entities, all operating under the
umbrella of The Center for Health Affairs.

THE CENTER FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS
The Center for Health Affairs, a 501(c)(6), is the parent organization and was established in
1916. Originally known as the Cleveland Hospital Council, the organization was incorporated
as a 501(c)(3) for most of its existence. The (c)(6) designation, established in 1997, allows the
organization to participate in advocacy activities. Its primary function is serving as a trade
association supporting member hospitals in Northeast Ohio.

THE GREATER CLEVELAND HEALTHCARE ASSOCIATION
The Greater Cleveland Healthcare Association, established in 1989, is a 501(c)(3) and its
activities include, for example, offering health-related education programs, providing a
community-wide forum for critical healthcare issues and conducting research and data
collection concerning healthcare.
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“It’s not only rare for any
organization to survive 100 years,
it’s even rarer for an organization
to nurture and strengthen its
membership along the way. The
Center for Health Affairs not only
supports the needs of its members –
they demonstrate the value of what
they do by transparently sharing
results. Premier is proud to partner
with The Center and CHAMPS to
deliver demonstrated value and

NEONI
Founded in 2000, NEONI, The Center for Health Affairs workforce initiative, is a program of the Greater
Cleveland Healthcare Association that brings together nursing leaders from practice and academia to work
collaboratively on addressing healthcare workforce issues in Northeast Ohio. Today, NEONI membership
includes more than 200 professional nurses, representing 74 organizations in 12 Northeast Ohio counties.

CHAMPS HEALTHCARE
CHAMPS Healthcare, established in 1986, is a tradename used to encompass the work of two corporate
entities: HealthComp, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary for-profit corporation established in 1986; and
Central Hospital Services (CHS), a 501 (e) nonprofit hospital collaborative founded in 1975. CHAMPS
Healthcare is where the organization’s business ventures are housed and is currently comprised of three
main business lines: CHAMPS Group Purchasing, CHAMPS Oncology (including insight2oncology™) and
CHAMPS Benefits Consulting.

looks forward to their success for
decades to come.”

Chris Meyers Janda
Vice President, Field Services
& Account Executive to
CHAMPS Group Purchasing, Premier

THE CENTER FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS FOUNDATION
Formally established in 2016 as its own independent 501(c)(3), HealthComp Foundation aims to strengthen
the healthcare community by funding projects that expand access to healthcare, improve healthcare
quality and eliminate healthcare disparities. Member hospitals’ community health needs assessments
will be used as a guide in determining projects that will make the most impact. The foundation will ramp
up over several years and is made possible through donations from CHAMPS Healthcare. In the past,
charitable contributions have also been made on behalf of the organization through a donor-advised fund
at Community West Foundation called The Center for Health Affairs Foundation for Health Excellence and
through the Greater Cleveland Healthcare Association.

PROGRAMS. SERVICES. AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS.
With the programs and services of The Center for Health Affairs, CHAMPS, GCHA and NEONI all
falling under one umbrella, it’s not easy to explain “what we do.” Oftentimes, people understand
us only in the ways in which they know us. Nurses are often familiar with NEONI; supply chain
professionals know about CHAMPS Group Purchasing; and hospital administrators are aware of
our role in healthcare advocacy, but rarely does one person have an appreciation for the breadth
of our reach. Below is a snapshot of some of the programs, services and business ventures that
encompass the work of this very complex organization.

THE CENTER FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS

AN EARLY AMBULANCE USED BY ONE OF THE CENTER’S MEMBERS.

Volume Statistics
A members-only initiative, The Center’s Volume Statistics program, collects hospital volume data from all of its members and compiles it in convenient,
monthly reports, which are distributed throughout The Center’s membership. Supplemental quarterly reports, known as Key Indicators Reports, use
Volume Statistics data to provide members with analysis of regional hospital market trends.

Wage Index
Wage index is one of several factors used by The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid to determine how much hospitals will be reimbursed by Medicare
for the care they provide. The Center’s annual wage index project, which includes a thorough analysis of the data sources used to calculate this piece
of the reimbursement formula, ensures the region’s hospitals are maximizing the reimbursement they receive. The project yields millions of dollars in
additional reimbursement for the region each year.

White Papers
One of the key roles of the association is to set context and provide unbiased information for the community about the healthcare environment.
Its monthly white papers, known as Issue Briefs and Policy Snapshots, are distributed to a list of more than 500, including lawmakers, members of
the media, community leaders and business executives.

The C
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“My experience with The
Center has been with the
community health needs
assessment and Kirstin
Craciun (The Center’s
community outreach

Public Policy and Advocacy
The Center for Health Affairs advocates on behalf of its members at the local, state and federal levels. The association
brings members together through its Advocacy Forum to identify policy priorities and develop collaborative strategies to
address them. The Center acts as the unified voice of Northeast Ohio hospitals, responding to sensitive issues that may
be difficult for one member to do on its own.

director who coordinates

Community Health Needs Assessments

the CHNA RoundTable

Every three years hospitals are required to complete community health needs assessments to identify the most pressing
health needs in the community. The Center has worked with a variety of partners to provide CHNA data and analysis to
member hospitals and community stakeholders. Through its CHNA Roundtable, The Center also brings together CHNA
stakeholders to pinpoint regional priorities, foster collaboration and provide resources and educational opportunities.

and spearheads the
association’s work around
community health). Kirstin
has gone out of her way to
assist in various ways and
was helpful in ensuring
we had 'covered all the
bases.' I never felt I had a
question too basic to ask
and I always felt Kirstin
was available to just talk
through any issue I
was having.”

Reimbursement Forum
To assist member hospitals in staying abreast of the complex reimbursement environment, The Center brings together
reimbursement professionals. The group serves as a platform for education and discussion on current finance and
reimbursement issues.

GCHA
Emergency Preparedness
Since 2003 The Center’s Emergency Preparedness team has served as the regional healthcare coordinator for 27 acute
care hospital facilities in Northeast Ohio. In this role, the team assists hospitals in strengthening their ability to respond
to disastrous events through planning, coordination, collaboration and grant administration.

Behavioral Health

Lynn Maitland
Vice President, Mission and Ministry,
St. John Medical Center
(now UH St. John Medical Center)

The Center has been actively involved in finding solutions to assist hospitals and other providers better meet the needs
of individuals suffering from substance abuse or mental illnesses. Through the work of the Behavioral Health RoundTable
of Cuyahoga County and the Northeast Region Public-Private Behavioral Health Collaborative, The Center helps convene
behavioral health experts who work together to find and implement solutions to some of our communities’ most
challenging problems.

THE CENTER’S WORKFORCE INITIATIVE
NEONI
PERQS Center

ACEMAPP

The PERQS Center is a collaborative of NEONI
members sharing knowledge and best practices
in nursing research, quality initiatives and
models of care to ensure excellence in nursing
practice, education, research, quality and
safety across hospitals, schools, long-term
care and homecare organizations throughout
Northeast Ohio.

This tool is used by clinical agencies, such as hospitals, and
schools of nursing to facilitate the process of scheduling
clinical experiences by nursing students.

pre2practice™
NEONI has offered a career shadowing program
to introduce high school juniors and seniors
to healthcare careers for over 10 years. To
streamline this process, NEONI developed
prep2practice, a web-based system that
provides a central online location for high
school counselors, students and local businesses
to create and coordinate career experiences
in healthcare, technology, hospitality,
manufacturing, construction and more.

Workforce Research
NEONI has been involved with numerous studies that were
the first of their kind in the region that provided critical data
about the capacity of area nursing and allied health education
programs to expand to meet increasing workforce needs.

Nursing Forecaster
The Nursing Forecaster is a tool that allows for predictions to
be made up to a decade into the future regarding the supply
of and demand for nurses in the region, in order to assess
future workforce needs.

The C
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CHAMPS HEALTHCARE
CHAMPS Group Purchasing

GROUP PURCHASING

When The Center for Health Affairs was formed 100 years ago, a group purchasing program was one of its first initiatives. Today,
CHAMPS Group Purchasing leverages the purchasing power of 7,000+ member locations across the United States, has $44 billion
in purchasing volume and saves its members $30 million every year. CHAMPS Group Purchasing supports member purchasing and
sourcing initiatives by implementing group purchasing contracts and cost savings through their customer service model, contract
aggregation and savings and spend analysis tools. For years CHAMPS was well-known as a healthcare group-sponsor program
for Premier, Inc., one of the largest buying groups in the country. Today, CHAMPS Group Purchasing is an owner of Premier and
continues to offer substantial savings to its members through a wide variety of products and thousands of contracts.

CHAMPS Oncology

ONCOLOGY

Recognizing the value of maintaining accurate cancer registry data, The Center made the decision in 1979 to create Cancer Data
System – originally a federally funded program to support research into the causes of cancer by studying epidemiology – into an
incorporated affiliate of the association. Eventually, this program, which was initially exclusively a program of The Center’s member
hospitals, became CHAMPS Oncology, which today provides cancer registry solutions, Commission on Cancer consulting and data
analytics to 50 cancer programs in 15 states. Services offered through CHAMPS Oncology include Cancer Information Management,
Cancer Program Consulting, insight2oncology™ and insight2dataquality. CHAMPS Oncology has helped more than 30 cancer
programs meet cancer program standards to become Commission on Cancer accredited.

CHAMPS insight2oncology™

INSIGHT2ONCOLOGY™

The newest venture of CHAMPS Oncology is CHAMPS insight2oncology™ (i2o™), which leverages CHAMPS Oncology’s expertise
with cancer registry data and cancer program initiatives while incorporating the organization’s experience with healthcare policy,
strategic planning and business intelligence. CHAMPS i2o is a cloud-based analytics system that uses quality cancer data to assist
in the overall management of cancer programs, allowing administrators to identify gaps, retain and attract patients and make
informed decisions.

CHAMPS Benefits Consulting
For more than 50 years CHAMPS Benefits Consulting has provided third-party defined benefit administration services. As an
SSAE 16 compliant service provider for the last six years, CHAMPS Benefits Consulting handles the administration of complex
pension plans for the healthcare industry, including small and large hospitals, ranging from 1,000 to 50,000 employees.

BENEFITS CONSULTING

LEADERS PAST AND PRESENT

Howell Wright, 1916-1924
Howell Wright, the first leader of The Center for Health Affairs, then known as the Cleveland Hospital Council, came to
Cleveland in 1912 as the superintendent of Associated Charities, an organization that provided direct welfare to over 130,000
families in Cleveland. He was appointed within a year as the superintendent of Cleveland City Hospital and was named
executive director of The Center in 1916. During his tenure as executive director, he was also elected to the Ohio Senate in
1916 and 1918, where he served as the chairman of the Senate Committee on Public Health. Wright resigned in 1924 to
become Cleveland’s Director of Public Utilities.

WRIGHTii

Starr Cadwallader, 1925-1926
Starr Cadwallader was a prominent social worker in the city of Cleveland who dedicated most of his career to serving young
people. Upon Wright’s resignation, the board sought to appoint a leader who would be able to give “100 percent” to the
organization. Cadwallader first served as acting executive secretary and then as executive secretary, a position he held until
his death in July 1926.

Guy J. Clark, 1926-1955
Recruited to The Center in 1918 by Howell Wright to lead the association’s cooperative purchasing service, Guy J. Clark,
who was known as Cleveland’s “Mr. Hospital,” became executive director in 1926. Clark’s efforts in purchasing developed its
successful operation and engendered confidence between hospitals, vendors and The Center. As executive director, Clark
continued to put his expertise in purchasing to use, which he routinely demonstrated through frugality and cost-cutting. Staff
members affectionately teased him about his barren office, which was furnished with only an old desk and chair. Throughout
his 29-year tenure as executive director, Clark remained involved in each of the association’s operating committees and tried
to attend each meeting to stay abreast of all actions taken on behalf of the organization.

CLARK
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Thomas D. Griffiths, 1955-1967
Thomas D. Griffiths joined The Center 1949 following a career in the private practice of accounting. He initially joined the association to head its
auditing service, which attained national recognition under his leadership. Griffiths oversaw the program until the auditing team was turned over to
Blue Cross. In 1967, Griffiths was killed in an automobile accident. His sudden death was an enormous loss to the entire hospital community.

GRIFFITHS

C. Wayne Rice, 1967-2001
One of the youngest executive directors of any hospital association, Rice was appointed executive director in 1967 at the age of 26. He
began his tenure at The Center a year earlier as assistant executive director and was chosen to lead the organization soon after Griffith’s
death. In a memorandum from the organization and development committee, the board expressed confidence in Rice’s ability to move
into the leadership role, while acknowledging the challenge he would face, stating, “The executive committee decided that it should hire a
replacement who could improve the Council, for it is felt for undefined reasons we are standing still in an era of great change and progress.”
During his time as executive director, Rice successfully led the organization through a tumultuous healthcare environment. Almost
immediately upon taking the position, Rice faced the challenge of turning over to Blue Cross, The Center’s auditing service, which at
the time was one of the organization’s central initiatives. This move was necessary after the enactment of Medicare, which made audits
by hospital associations unacceptable. Recognizing the need for continuous evolution, Rice led the organization through two major
transformations, one in the 1970s based on findings from James Neely, an independent consultant from the American Hospital Association;
and the second in the 1980s based on findings from the management consulting firm Cresap, McCormick & Paget.
Rice quickly became a respected member of the healthcare community, known for his vision and leadership not just in greater Cleveland,
but in the state and across the country. A tireless champion of the importance of the organization’s connection to the business community,
Rice dedicated significant energy to building relationships with prominent business leaders, which strengthened The Center’s position in
the community. He also spent a significant amount of time on public policy, fiercely advocating for the region’s hospitals at the local, state
and federal level. Under his leadership the organization launched several pioneering services, some of which grew to become programs
that are still thriving today.

RICE

Rice retired in 2001 after serving as executive director for 34 years. Today, Rice and his wife Kay live in Oklahoma where they enjoy
serving the church of the Nazarene and Southern Nazarene University. Rice remembers his time in Cleveland fondly and continues to
make annual visits.

William T. Ryan, 2002-2016
William T. “Bill” Ryan was recruited by the board to serve as president and CEO of The Center for Health Affairs and
CHAMPS Healthcare in 2002, following the retirement of C. Wayne Rice. Ryan came to The Center from the Ohio
Hospital Association, where he was the vice president of state policy and advocacy for three years. Prior to that, he
served as the director of the Ohio Department of Health from 1996 to 1998 and was the deputy director and chief
operating officer of the Ohio Office of Medicaid from 1993 to 1996. Ryan also served as a senior policy advisor to thengovernor George Voinovich, worked as a senior budget analyst for the Ohio Office of Budget and Management and was
a consultant to the City of Upper Arlington and the Central Ohio Transit Authority.

RYAN

Ryan began his time at The Center by focusing on the value the organization provided to its members, a theme that he
championed throughout his tenure. He recognized the importance of demonstrating a positive return on investment
for members and as such, not only emphasized programs and initiatives that achieved positive outcomes but chose not
to raise membership dues for the 15 years he served as president and CEO.
The regional hospital market transformed dramatically during his tenure, moving away from many independent
members to a handful of large systems. Independent hospitals that traditionally relied on the association to help with a
variety of functions, now found themselves in a new position, with more resources at their disposal as part of a major
system. Ryan watched this evolution with a keen understanding that providing value meant evolving to meet the needs
of the changing market. He stressed the importance of fostering collaboration among the members and providing
unbiased information to key stakeholders to help the community better understand the healthcare sector.
Ryan also played a key role in serving as the voice for Northeast Ohio hospitals. Known for his frank and insightful
perspective on healthcare in Northeast Ohio, Ryan was regularly sought out by members of the media. Though always
a fierce advocate for member hospitals, Ryan did not shy away from candor, even on difficult topics and sometimes
nudged member hospitals further along the path toward challenging – yet ultimately necessary – changes.

"Before you are a leader, success is all about growing yourself.
When you become a leader, success is all about growing others."
- Jack Welch
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In addition to the strategic guidance that characterized his work with the
association, Ryan provided visionary leadership to CHAMPS Healthcare. He
often recounts that at a board meeting early in his tenure, he presented
what at the time seemed like a pipe dream: achieving $10 million in revenue
and a $1 million bottom line. In 2016, revenues of The Center for Health
Affairs and its affiliates are projected to be more than $23 million with a $7.4
million bottom line – just a decade and a half after that pronouncement.
Under his leadership, what used to be a collection of services offered to
greater Cleveland hospitals, has grown into several successful business lines
that serve thousands of clients across the country.
Ryan plans to retire at the end of 2016.

“

RYAN IN THE NEWS

A skilled lobbyist, negotiator and team-builder, Ryan had a reputation for
identifying and building lasting partnerships focused on common vision
and purpose. These skills enabled him to successfully advocate on behalf
of The Center’s membership on dozens of public policy concerns that
arose during his tenure. Though each of these concerns was important,
perhaps the one that benefited most from his involvement was Medicaid
expansion in 2013. This issue, which was critical to the financial health of
hospitals not just in Northeast Ohio but throughout the state, was one
that the General Assembly, in general, did not support. Ryan proposed a
solution based on a technical procedure, which would spare the majority
of the General Assembly from having to vote on the issue. This idea made
its way to Governor Kasich who ultimately used it, having the little-known
Controlling Board vote on whether to allow the state to accept $2.56 billion
in federal funds for Medicaid expansion. The 5-to-2 majority vote secured
the funds and ushered Ohio into an era of more stable funding for hospitals
and increased access to healthcare for hundreds of thousands of vulnerable
Ohioans. Without Ryan’s thoughtful approach to the difficult political
situation, Medicaid expansion most likely would not have passed in Ohio.

“

THE SOUND OF IDEAS - 2016

CRAIN’S CLEVELAND BUSINESS - 2013

“I think one of the reasons

“Right out of the box, and clearly over the last two or three years,

that hospitals do merge and

hospitals have been working pretty aggressively how to respond to

consolidate, and one of the

what is most certainly going to be a declining resource pool or at least

positive benefits of those

a resource pool not growing as fast as they’re used to in order to care

consolidations, has been

for Medicare patients.”

the fact that some smaller
community hospitals that
might have gone away

“

continue to survive, continue

PLAIN DEALER - 2012

to prosper, continue to employ

“His members are ‘supportive of anything that gets insurance to

people within the community.”

populations who are currently uninsured.’”

AKRON BEACON JOURNAL - 2014

CRAIN’S CLEVELAND BUSINESS - 2016

“I’m not sure Akron General would have been a

“The Center’s primary role is to advocate for the

significant competitor in the Akron marketplace for

hospitals and to assist the hospitals in fulfilling their

much longer without some help. It’s going to shore

mission in the community,” he explained. “We provide

Akron General up and allow Akron General to continue

a lot of information to them about what’s happening

to do the things that they do well and potentially

in the community… (We) provide a lot of information

expand their market share and expertise.”

to policy makers.”
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EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVE: AN INTERVIEW WITH BILL RYAN
Bill Ryan has served as President and CEO of The Center for Health Affairs since 2002 when he was selected to succeed C. Wayne Rice. Prior to this role,
Ryan held the position of vice president of state policy and advocacy at the Ohio Hospital Association for three years. He served as the director of the Ohio
Department of Health from 1996 to 1998 and as the deputy director and chief operating officer of the Ohio Office of Medicaid from 1993 to 1996.

Q:
A:

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF LEADERSHIP IN ORGANIZATIONAL LONGEVITY?
Before you can answer the question, you have to define “leadership.” Too often, people confuse leadership and simply point to the person in the
organization who holds the highest position. Effective leadership actually involves an entire organization. It is the sum total of all of the positive efforts
that everyone in the organization puts forward toward a shared goal. The “leader’s” real responsibility is to ensure that there is a shared goal. Without
a shared sense of purpose, the boat will go wherever the wind blows or wherever the tide takes it and that’s not a productive use of anyone’s energy.
At The Center for Health Affairs and CHAMPS Healthcare, we believe our employees are our greatest asset and it’s this belief that nurtures such a strong
talent pool. If a manager treats their employees like they matter, they will. Once you have a shared vision and your employees are all pulling in the same
direction, it’s pretty much self-directed movement toward the goal after that.

Q:
A:

WHAT ONE THING ABOUT THE CENTER BRINGS YOU THE MOST PRIDE?
One of the things we are most proud of as an organization is the fact that we are able to bring together people and organizations, who would typically
compete very aggressively with one another, to work toward a common purpose. When we convene them, our members and community stakeholders
come together and set aside their differences, all to pursue the shared goal of improving the health of the community. Yet this type of collaboration
among competitors doesn’t always draw a lot of attention. It’s much more interesting from a media perspective when they are throwing eggs at each
other. But I believe the reason The Center has been so successful is because of our unique ability to do that: to bring people together in a way that
benefits both the direct participants and the community.

Kyle Miller

“The Center has been helpful to bring my colleagues from other health systems and hospitals together

Director, Government
Relations and Public Policy,
Sisters of Charity Health System

policy items. Additionally, I am grateful to be able to use the staff as a sounding board on policy ideas
an added level of expertise to my presentations with legislators when I am able to speak about the

Q:
A:

HOW DOES THE CENTER CREATE AN IMPACT IN THE HEALTHCARE COMMUNITY?
First and foremost, The Center provides context for everyone in the community to understand how healthcare works –
both its positives and negatives. Healthcare is a complicated sector of our economy and it’s important for the
public to understand what works, what doesn’t work and potential solutions.
That context is certainly important to the community but it’s also crucial for public officials.
As much as people say, “we don’t want government healthcare,” well, we already have
government healthcare. The government has a huge impact on how healthcare is delivered, on
how much it costs and on who gets it and who doesn’t; yet, the vast majority of people who
are in positions of influence or who are in government, have a very limited understanding
of how healthcare works. It can take years to understand the nuances of our healthcare
system, even for people who work in it every day. It’s unrealistic to expect our elected
officials to be able to grasp all of the implications of public policy in the healthcare sector
just because they are in positions of influence. The Center provides information to those
individuals to allow them to be more considered in their approach to the healthcare
industry. They become more cognizant of not only the obvious and intended consequences
of a policy but also of the unintended consequences.

and work together collaboratively on numerous issues and public
while still in the formation stages. The Center’s advocacy role brings
impact a policy would have on the region, not just for my hospital.”
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EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVE: AN INTERVIEW WITH PHIL MAZANEC
Phil Mazanec began his career with The Center for Health Affairs in 1979 as director of retirement programs in the Pension Department. He has
held positions throughout the organization during his tenure including his current role of Chief Operating Officer, which began in 2003. In this role,
Mazanec oversees CHAMPS Healthcare as well as the organization’s human resources, information technology, accounting and facilities functions.

Q:
A:

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE BOARD IN ORGANIZATIONAL LONGEVITY?
The role of the board is crucial to an organization’s success, and that’s certainly true of The Center for Health Affairs and
CHAMPS Healthcare. I’m really proud of where we are as an organization today, but in my career here, we’ve had our
ups and downs. I remember some dark days where I wondered if we were on the brink. Ultimately, we weathered
those storms and I think one of the reasons we did is because of our strong board leadership.
In the early 2000s, there was a perception of high dues and low value among our membership. Our board
convened a task group to think about the direction the organization should take. I remember sitting in the
first meeting of this group and everyone was quiet. We were all looking around at one another uncomfortably
and wondering where we would start when Donna Rego, a long-time board member and active community
volunteer, raised her hand and asked, “If The Center went away tomorrow, would anyone care?” That was kind of
like a punch in the gut but it’s what we needed to hear. It really started the dialogue and made us take an honest
look at ourselves. That’s the thing about good board members; they aren’t afraid to challenge you when it’s
warranted.
We’ve been lucky to have very engaged board members who have not just challenged us but
provided insight and suggestions to move us forward. They have trusted us and believed
that through us, they could really make a difference. It’s been this foundation that has made
us who we are, both as an association and as a business entity.

“The role of the association was

Q:
A:

different in the 80s when there were
WHAT IS THE ROLE OF LEADERSHIP IN ORGANIZATIONAL LONGEVITY?
One of the things that makes me most proud of this organization is its legacy of
leadership. Wayne [Rice] and Bill [Ryan] had very different styles but both moved the
organization ahead in their own way. Wayne did a great job of building relationships and
convening a diverse group of members in an era when our membership was comprised of
40 independent hospitals. Bill came at it another way. The environment during his tenure
was characterized by consolidation and regulatory complexity. With larger systems being
able to handle a lot more on their own, he really understood the importance of the value
proposition. He was very strategic in driving us toward that.

Q:

WHAT MADE YOU WANT TO DEDICATE 36 YEARS OF YOUR CAREER
TO THIS ORGANIZATION?

A:

When you work at an organization as long as I’ve been with The Center, you have to
believe in the work you are doing. I have always recognized that the work we do serves
the greater good and I like that mission of service. Since the day this organization was
founded, we have always had a mission to strengthen the healthcare community, which in
turn benefits the people of our community. Even today, whether you’re talking about our
business lines under CHAMPS or our advocacy and member services through The Center
and GCHA, the glue holding it all together is that mission.
But even beyond mission, I’ve spent my career at The Center because of the nature of
the organization itself. It’s always been a place that encourages its employees to develop
their talent – a place where there is tremendous support. Individuals have the leeway
to do their jobs the way they feel is best and are encouraged to take responsibility but
know that there is a safety net if it is needed. I’ve watched this combination of support,
teamwork and high expectations produce some of the best and brightest talent out there
again and again.

40 independent hospitals. Today,
the role of the association is still
around advocacy - particularly local
advocacy - and speaking on behalf
of members when they may not be
able to speak out for themselves.
The Center also has a role to play
in talking about community benefit
and promoting collaboration
around community health. The
organization’s diversification with
CHAMPS was a smart move and it
has proven to be a strength.“

Michael Szubski
CFO, University Hospitals, Former board
member of The Center for Health Affairs
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EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVE: AN INTERVIEW WITH LAURA GRONOWSKI
Laura Gronowski was named The Center for Health Affairs’ Chief of Staff in 2015. Gronowski leads organizational transformation and oversees CHAMPS
Healthcare’s business lines, as well as The Center’s member services initiatives and internal operations. She has been with the organization since 2002 when she
began as vice president of group purchasing. She was promoted to senior vice president of CHAMPS in 2003 and served in that role until she was promoted to
her current position.

Q:
A:

WHAT ROLE HAS CHAMPS HEALTHCARE PLAYED IN THE SUCCESS OF THE CENTER FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS?
CHAMPS Healthcare has been critical to the success of The Center. Because CHAMPS grew out of the association, we have always had a deep
appreciation for the work being done to better the healthcare community on the policy and advocacy side. As a result, from the very beginning, CHAMPS
has been more than just a business venture for the organization; it has been an avenue to subsidize meaningful, mission-driven work that comes out of
The Center for Health Affairs.
Thanks to the financial assistance from CHAMPS, The Center has been able to hold membership dues steady since 2001 – and that’s more important than
ever today. Many hospital associations, especially regional ones, are struggling to survive. Quite a few have merged with their state associations; others
have folded. Raising dues in this type of environment is not an option and CHAMPS has been crucial to ensuring we don’t have to do that.
I’m actually asked this question fairly often and I think it’s important to note that the relationship between The Center and CHAMPS does not simply go
in one direction. CHAMPS benefits from being an affiliate of The Center just as much as The Center benefits from having CHAMPS under its corporate
umbrella. Each of our business lines began as services to our members. In this environment we had the support and guidance of our membership and
the opportunity to perfect our offerings so that we could take them to market. Still today, we vet ideas and strategize with our members, who are in the
same industry as many of the clients we are targeting. This feedback is invaluable and helps us fine-tune our products and services.

“CHAMPS has done a great job in building out its service capabilities and in servicing the accounts
so clients know what the opportunities there are in a relationship with CHAMPS and Premier.”

Phil Battershell
Region Vice President,
Great Lakes region, Premier

Q:

CAN YOU EXPLAIN THE ORGANIZATION’S DECISION TO BECOME AN OWNER OF PREMIER
AND WHAT IT MEANS IN THE LONG-TERM?

A:

We’ve had a relationship with Premier for many years, starting in 1992 when CHAMPS Group Purchasing first became an affiliate.
It’s been a wonderful partnership over the years and I think it’s fair to say we’ve always been one of their strongest affiliate
programs. In 2012 this relationship really began to pay off when Premier announced its plan to offer selected partners, including
CHAMPS, the opportunity to buy an equity stake in the company. We recognized immediately that this was something we
wanted to do, in part because we knew it would provide long-term stability to our organization. In April 2013 we purchased 1.9
percent of Premier’s holdings. Shortly following, Premier announced an initial public offering, which for CHAMPS, translated to
more than $60 million in partnership stock value.
It goes without saying that this is a watershed moment in our organization’s history. From a business
standpoint, access to these kinds of resources means we can really take some giant leaps forward
in growing our service lines. We’ve already begun investing in areas where we have a high degree
of expertise, such as in our Oncology division, which in the last two years has brought to market
a state-of-the-art cloud-based analytics system for the cancer registry. We’re looking at our
business lines in new ways and thinking about how we can use our expertise to enhance our
offerings and respond to our customers’ needs. Opportunities that just wouldn’t have been
feasible in the past are suddenly realistic possibilities. It’s truly exciting to think of where
we might go.
Equally exciting to us is what our equity stake in Premier means to The Center for Health
Affairs and the Northeast Ohio healthcare community. One of the first things CHAMPS
Healthcare did when its net equity increased so dramatically, was to make a donation to
Community West Foundation to enable the organization to begin expanding its philanthropic
activities. This interim step allowed us to start these activities while we simultaneously
began the process of establishing our own 501(c)(3) foundation. The foundation,
which we will continue to grow over the next few years as our Premier shares vest,
will be focused on health-related projects in Northeast Ohio aimed at improving
access and quality and eliminating disparities. Projects we fund will take a
variety of forms but data from our member hospitals’ community health needs
assessments will provide guidance to the organization on where its dollars will
have the most impact. We want to turn our good fortune into something truly
meaningful. The greater-Cleveland community has supported our organization
for 100 years and I can’t think of a better way to honor that legacy than by
funding projects that will positively impact population health in our region.
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EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVE: AN INTERVIEW WITH LISA ANDERSON
Lisa Anderson was named senior vice president of Member Services in 2014. Her career with The Center for Health Affairs began in 1998 as vice president of
community health. Anderson oversees a wide range of membership activities from clinical placement to reimbursement initiatives. She is the creator of NEONI,
The Center’s workforce initiative.

Q:

HOW HAS THE CENTER SHAPED THE NORTHEAST OHIO HEALTHCARE WORKFORCE?

A:

Workforce has always been an area of focus for The Center for Health Affairs. Even minor changes to the supply of 		
and demand for certain healthcare workers can have a major detrimental impact on our members. Shortages
of nurses, which account for the largest component of our members’ workforce, can be especially challenging. In
fact, it was in response to a substantial and growing nursing shortage that NEONI, The Center’s workforce initiative,
was founded in 2000. Under the auspices of NEONI, The Center drew together professional nurses throughout the
region, extending even beyond the reach of the trade association’s membership, to begin developing strategies for
addressing the shortage as well as other issues of concern to the profession. Participants in NEONI included nursing
leaders representing a wide range of organizations, from hospitals and long-term care organizations to schools of
nursing and professional nursing institutions.
As a convener of nurses from both academia and practice, NEONI – both at its founding and to this day – has
played a unique role in the region by creating and maintaining connections among facets of the profession that
had not interacted in the same way in the past. Today, NEONI has grown to include more than 200 nurses from 74
organizations and 12 counties. It continues to address the nursing shortage but has expanded significantly in scope
and presently leads broad efforts to strengthen the profession of nursing in the region.
The initiatives we undertake through NEONI foster collaboration among a broad array of partners in the
region, increase our collective knowledge, promote awareness of key nursing issues, and improve
overall healthcare efficiency. It’s hard to imagine what our community would look had NEONI not
been formed but I feel confident saying we wouldn’t be as collaborative; we wouldn’t understand our
workforce needs; and we wouldn’t have such a united voice on the issues that matter to the healthcare
community.

Q:
A:

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE KEY TO THE CENTER’S LONGEVITY?
I don’t think it’s possible to boil down The Center’s success to one key factor. We’ve had extraordinary leadership, strong boards and attentive
staff – not to mention a lot of luck. That said, it would have been impossible to achieve what we have, without engaged, supportive member
hospitals. We are a trade association, which means we are partners with our members and our work hinges on their participation. Our success
is completely dependent on whether or not members choose to provide feedback, answer our surveys, pick up our calls and come to our
meetings. We’re incredibly fortunate that they’ve been doing all of these consistently for 100 years now.
Of course, it’s not just luck that creates engagement. One of our guiding principles is that the organization exists for the benefit of our members.
Because of that, we listen very carefully to what they have to say. We are not the kind of organization to do the same thing year in and year out
just because we’ve done it that way in the past. We regularly review our strategic direction, in partnership with our members, to make sure we
are providing the services they need. We’re also not afraid to end, or make significant changes to, initiatives that aren’t getting the participation
we would have expected.

“At the heart of it, The Center is meeting the needs of the community.

Sister Judith Ann Karam

When you look at community needs and charity care, NEONI and the cancer registry,

CSA, Congregational Leader of the
Sisters of Charity of St. Augustine;
Former Board Member of
The Center for Health Affairs

they all add value to the provider. The organization allows members to focus
on common problems. There are no others that can do this.”
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE: AN INTERVIEW WITH C. WAYNE RICE
In 1966 C. Wayne Rice began with the association, then known as the Greater Cleveland Hospital Association, as the assistant executive director. In 1967 he was
selected to assume the role of executive director when Thomas D. Griffiths, the preceding executive director, was killed in an automobile accident. At age 26, he
was one of the youngest executive directors of any association at the time. He served in this capacity until he retired in 2001.

Q:
A:

HOW DID THE CENTER FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS GET ITS NAME?
When I first came to the organization in 1967, it was a very tumultuous time. Medicare had just been established, which brought with it a
technical change that prohibited hospital associations from performing audits for hospitals and unfortunately, that was one of our most important
initiatives at the time. At the same time, our membership numbers were down. I knew we really needed to take a hard look at where we were going
as an organization.
We began by partnering with a consulting firm to conduct a survey of the membership, so that we could better understand how to meet its needs.
We started incubating new service lines and increased our efforts around advocacy. Our approach was novel and it took some time, but we turned the
organization around. We were trailblazers and became a model for other associations. I always knew we had a strong legacy but through this process
of growth and change, I began to appreciate just how special we were − so much more than just an association and I thought our name should reflect
that. In 1982 we changed our name from the Greater Cleveland Hospital Association to The Center for Health Affairs, which does a much better job of
describing the kind of organization we were.

“The Center had an ad-hoc committee of nurses in the late 70s. Wayne (Wayne Rice, the CEO
Ellen Canepa Brzytwa

during the 1970s) would call up the nursing leaders if there was an issue and we would all get

Healthcare Consultant, Former
Employee of The Center Involved with
a Project funded by Robert Wood
Johnson to Create a LPN to RN
Education Transition Program

together. After years of this, I recognized the need to move to a permanent committee, rather
than coming together only when there was a crisis. It was the predecessor of NEONI. It was a
very serious committee and it was one of the first times there was a regular presence of female
executives in the city. The Center has always been known for being pioneering.”

Q:
A:

WHAT DO YOU MEAN WHEN YOU SAY THE CENTER FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS IS A TRAILBLAZER?
We have always been good at gauging the needs of our members and developing strategies to help them with their
challenges. And it often happens, that when we recognize a challenge, it’s not just happening in Northeast Ohio.
It’s a challenge across the country, so when we find a solution, it becomes a starting point for others.
In the early years, for example, hospitals across the country had no way of consistently reporting about their
business. It was really hard to understand what was happening in the industry. There were no uniform accounting
standards and no consistent method for reporting the number of patients treated, the number of days of treatment
or the cost of services. Together with its member hospitals, The Center created a standard system of reporting
in 1917. In 1927, the uniform reporting form was enhanced, giving rise to the Chart of Accounts, an accounting
manual that received recognition across the country and in Canada, becoming known as “the Cleveland System.”
It subsequently became a model for the national system of account classifications adopted by the American
Hospital Association.
Another good example comes from the Cleveland Health Quality Choice program. Launched in 1989, CHQC was
an attempt by Northeast Ohio hospitals to provide the business community with information about the value of
hospital care. To do so, greater Cleveland hospitals began publically reporting on a wide range of quality metrics
such as risk-adjusted mortality rates, caesarean section delivery, patient satisfaction and length of stay. There was
a lot of national attention about this effort because it was one of the first examples of hospitals agreeing to make
quality data publically available. Ultimately, this program was ahead of its time and did not work out; however,
the fact that we as a nation are just really starting to embrace the quality movement now – almost 30 years later ̶
illuminates just how far ahead of the curve we were.

Q:
A:

WHAT MADE YOU WANT TO SPEND YOUR CAREER AT THE CENTER FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS?
The hospitals in Northeast Ohio have a willingness to work together – it’s not like that anywhere else. When you
can bring everyone together, you have a force you cannot ignore. It makes Cleveland a very special place, one
where I was very happy to spend my career.
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REFLECTIONS FROM THE BOARD

Heidi L. Gartland

Heidi L. Gartland is the vice president of government and community relations
for University Hospitals and The Center for Health Affairs board chair emeritus.

“The Center’s legacy is
due to the fact that the
organization continues

WHAT ROLE DOES THE CENTER PLAY FOR NORTHEAST OHIO HOSPITALS TODAY?
The healthcare landscape has been changing dramatically, especially for the past 20 years. And through all the shifting,
The Center for Health Affairs has been a vital guide for all members, as well as policy makers and the media. It is the go-to
source for reliable information and interpretation. And The Center is a voice on issues that individual hospitals cannot
respond to alone.
In most ways, competition brings out the best in our Northeast Ohio hospitals and health systems. But there are times
when we need to tear down the competitiveness and cooperate around specific issues on behalf of the best interests
of our community. The Center is the neutral convener. Bill [Ryan] does a fantastic job of encouraging meaningful
collaboration, and it makes our region better.

to provide services
for which member
hospitals are willing to
pay. The for-profit side
provides additional
funding that enables
the nonprofit side to
pursue its mission.”

HOW DOES THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT IMPACT THE FOCUS OF THE ASSOCIATION?
Much of healthcare reform to date has been focused on improving care, quality, access and value. The next stage
of healthcare transformation is probably the greatest and most important challenge: finding ways to create true
communities of health. The Center will be tremendously important in bringing care providers, government, socialservice agencies, foundations and other stakeholders together to improve the upstream determinants of health in our
community – factors such as poverty, education, environment, violence and stress.
We’re starting out on that journey now. And in another 100 years, people will look back at The Center’s role as a catalyst
and say, ‘Wow – thank goodness that in 2016, they really had the vision.’

Dick Buxbaum
Former COO of
The Center for Health Affairs

Bill Keckan

Bill Keckan is the executive director, regional operations for the Cleveland Clinic and the board chair
of the Greater Cleveland Healthcare Association.

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF A REGIONAL HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION?
While I’ve been very involved with the association, I’m also on the other side of that question when we get the dues invoices. I know that if the Clinic
is having the conversation, the other hospitals are, too. What has changed is the Northeast Ohio hospital market. We have a few large systems and a
few smaller members and these organizations are very strong – able to recruit top talent to their organizations to lead various areas of their business.
In a way, that means The Center is competing with its own membership to provide services. In this environment, the value of the association is tied
to its member involvement. The role of a regional hospital association like The Center is to encourage engagement around collaborative initiatives
that benefit the entire healthcare community. The wage index project is a good example of how The Center does this. Ultimately, regional hospital
associations must look harder at where they can add value and I think The Center is definitely making strides here.

WHAT IS THE KEY TO THE CENTER’S LONGEVITY?
Great leadership. It takes great leadership for any organization to last and it’s no different with The Center. Wayne [Rice] and Bill [Ryan] did a wonderful
job of bringing on extremely talented people. They are innovative and have kept the services innovative. I think that’s why The Center is one of the few
regional associations that has had the ability to find its role in a state where there is a strong state association. One of the draws to this community
is the world-class care in Northeast Ohio from all the hospitals. The association has had a background role in that. At the end of the day, it’s all about
bringing dollars back into the market. That translates to regional benefit in terms of jobs and economic impact.

“Working with the Behavioral Health Round Table has helped me to connect with staff
from other mental health agencies in the area. Through attending these meetings,
I have been able to get clarification on questions that I may have about the services at these
agencies. I also am appreciative of the collaboration that this meeting provides.”

Kristin Liviskie
Coordinator, Oupatient Psychiatry,
MetroHealth System
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Nikki Carter

Nikki Carter is the vice president of strategy and business development for
Mercy Health Youngstown and the board chair of HealthComp, Inc.

WHAT DOES THE PREMIER OWNERSHIP DECISION MEAN FOR THE FUTURE OF THE ORGANIZATION?
The Center for Health Affairs and CHAMPS have positioned themselves to continuously create value. They’ve carefully watched the environment to identify
potential barriers and created solutions to respond to the challenges they see. The interconnectedness of their business model – where multiple business lines
work independently yet serve to strengthen one another – should be a premier model for the healthcare industry. Ultimately, the Premier ownership decision
puts the organization in a place where it can take those strengths and innovate. That’s obviously important from a business standpoint but with the foundation,
it also matters to the community.

HOW HAS THE CENTER FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS IMPACTED THE REGIONAL HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT?
The Center has definitely impacted the region’s larger healthcare environment. They’ve done a lot of good work with advocacy – things like payer mix and wage
index – and they’ve really listened to their members. They engender an environment where there is a willingness to work together and they speak on behalf
of all the hospitals without bias to elevate the issues that matter. This innovative collaboration is so valuable and it has become a staple in the community. I
often wonder how different the model of care would be in the community if it weren’t for The Center for Health Affairs. I know having an active metropolitan
association has impacted care delivery and shaped healthcare business models in Northeast Ohio and I hope no one takes that for granted.

Oliver C. “Pudge” Henkel
Former Chief External Affairs Officer,
Cleveland Clinic; Former Board Member
of The Center for Health Affairs

“The ability of the association to foresee trends in healthcare, anticipate the challenges, and work
on solutions accounts for The Center’s 100-year legacy. The Center’s role as spokesperson for the
hospitals is also crucial. It’s important for the community to understand hospitals and sometimes
The Center can say things that providers cannot say for themselves.”

Michael Kittoe is a healthcare executive and financial leader who has served in leadership

Michael Kittoe

positions at Lake Health System, Delnor Health Care System and King Faisal Specialist Hospital &
Research Center. He currently serves as The Center for Health Affairs’ board chair.

HOW DOES A REGIONAL ASSOCIATION STAY RELEVANT?
At its core, the role of the regional association hasn’t changed over the last 100 years. Associations must be responsive to what is happening today.
The things we are focusing on are changing. Today, providers are all shifting to a reimbursement model that rewards value over volume and everyone
is looking at how to deliver care in a way that positively impacts population health. As we figure out how to make our way in this environment, a
regional association is helpful in bringing us together to share information in a way that does not damage our competitiveness.
You do see some markets where the regional association is not as relevant as it used to be, especially in states where there is only one major MSA
[Metropolitan Statistical Area]. Ohio has multiple, large MSAs and the regional association has the ability to take on pet projects specific to the region,
which can be especially helpful in the public policy arena.

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE BOARD IN ORGANIZATIONAL LONGEVITY?
The board has several very important roles. Perhaps most importantly, it is up to the board to challenge management. Today’s environment puts us at
a bit of a cross roads. The Center has done a good job quantifying the value they provide; however, this is only going to grow more important in the
coming years. When hospital leaders receive the dues invoice; it’s no longer a routine expense. It’s questioned, just like every other expense. It’s the
board’s role to make sure the organization is prepared for that conversation and that it is able to demonstrate its value in a quantifiable way.
Board members are also crucial in helping the organization understand the current environment its members are facing. In order to create value, the
association must understand its members’ pain points.
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BOARD MEMBERS. OFFICERS. EXECUTIVE STAFF.

“The Center has always
been the nucleus when

THE CENTER FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS

it came to bringing
hospitals together

Officers

Board Members

William T. Ryan, President

Blair Barnhart-Hinkle

Michael Kittoe, Chair

Thomas Campanella

Tim Longville, Treasurer

Tracy Carter

William Keckan, GCHA Board Chair

Patricia DePompei

Nikki Carter, HealthComp Board Chair

Susan Fuehrer

to bring together

Heidi Gartland, Chair Emeritus

John Mills

organizations and

Jean Polster

stakeholders to

GREATER CLEVELAND HEALTHCARE ASSOCIATION
Officers

Board Members

Bill Keckan, Chair

Roy Anderson

Brian Nestor, Treasurer

Katie Carney

to effectively solve
issues. Regardless of
the hospital size, The
Center has managed

develop successful
initiatives.”

Scott Frank, M.D.
Giesele Green, M.D.
Al Matyas
Cynthia (Janie) Racer
Pat Sharpnack
William T. Ryan

Chris Manners
Business leader; Former
Chairman of the Board,
St. Lukes; Former Board
Member and Board Chair of
The Center for Health Affairs

HEALTHCOMP
Officers

Board Members

Executive Staff

William T. Ryan, President

Stephanie N. Hunt

Laura Gronowski

Christopher McKenna,
Vice President and Treasurer

Scott Platz

Phil C. Mazanec

Nikki Carter, Chair
Edward Ruth Jr., Secretary

CENTRAL HOSPITAL SERVICES
Officers

Board Members

Executive Staff

William T. Ryan, President

Michael Kittoe

Phil C. Mazanec

Judy Murphy, Vice President

Scott Platz

Edward Ruth Jr., Secretary
Christopher McKenna, Treasurer

“The Behavioral Health RoundTable of Cuyahoga County allows the opportunity for the private

Bill Dennihan

sector as well as other organizations to collaborate and discuss the challenges, solutions and

CEO, Alcohol, Drug Addiction
and Mental Health Services
Board of Cuyahoga County

implement processes that ultimately benefit the overall health of the population we serve.”

ENDNOTES
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Encyclopedia of Cleveland History: Cadwallader Starr, http://ech.cwru.edu/ech-cgi/article.pl?id=CS8.
A History of Cleveland and Its Environs: The Heart of New Connecticut, Volume III, The Lewis Publishing Company, 1918.
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